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Abstract 

Li-fi Technology is one of the exploring fields that enhances the power of data communication and inter- networks. Li-Fi 

technology, proposed by the German physicist—Harald Haas, researched that transmission of data through illumination by sending 

data through an LED light bulb. As LED light  varies in intensity faster than the human eye can feel ,it also have higher frequency 

than Radio wave which results in much higher speed than Wi-Fi. LED increases the efficiency, durability and Data rate, thus 

empowering the growth of Li-Fi systems and Visible Light Communication (VLC) system. The Speed of nearly 10 Gbps can be 

achieved by using LED Bulbs instead of using all traditional incandescent bulbs or compact fluorescent devices. The scope of the 

author is to use a LED Bulbs as sources of data transmission and communication in Local area network like Home, office, 

Organization and etc.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the data communication system there is a need of higher data rate and secure mean of accessibility. So to deal with this 

requirement the technology is exploring day by day to overcome the need of stream less communication. In this development the 

researchers have come with many technologies like Bluetooth, infrared, wireless fidelity and many more .This development leads 

the German physicist—Harald Haas to found new data transmission technique named as Li-Fi i.e. Light Fidility which uses the 

visible light as an medium for data transmission. As there is no side effects of using the visible light as data transmission medium, 

so visible light communication spectrum which has 10,000 times more space than Radio spectrum. As the light is part of our day 

to day life, light is easily available to us in our homes, streets, working area etc. so it can be used efficiently both as a light source 

and as a data transmitting medium. 

The idea of light fidelity (Li-Fi) was defined by the German physicist-Harald Hass who referred that “Data can be transferred 

through illumination”. The term Li-Fi was first used by Haas in his TED Global talk on Visible Light Communication. Hass 

referred D-light which can produce data rates higher than 10 Megabits Per Second which is much faster than our average broadband 

connection. 

Li-Fi can play a major role in relieving the heavy loads that the current wireless systems which face a new and unutilized 

bandwidth of visible light to the presently available radio waves for data transfer. Thus, it offers much larger range of frequency 

band (nearly 300 THz) compared to that Radio Frequency (RF) communications (nearly 300GHz). Also, more data coming through 

the light spectrum could help to overcome the concerns electromagnetic waves that come with Wi-Fi could affect human health 

and Environment. Li-Fi can be the upcoming technology for the future world where data for laptops, smart phones, and tablets will 

be able transmitted data through the light as a medium in a room.as light is limited by room area security will be high as compared 

to Wi-Fi. So can be used in high security, military areas where RF Communication is prone to eavesdropping. 

II. OVERVIEW 

The professor at the University of Edinburgh, UK, proofed Light Fidelity (Li-Fi) as the Technique of Visible Light communication 

(VLC). Li-Fi technology is the transmission of data through light by replacing the fibre-optics with LED and sending data through 

light. Wi-Fi is great for general wireless range that cover area  within buildings, whereas Li-Fi technology is ideal in area which 

are confined  for high density wireless data coverage and for removing radio interference issues. Li-Fi gives good bandwidth range, 

effective usage, availability and data security than Wi-Fi technology and has high speed in the LAN.  
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III. OBJECTIVE 

Objective of project is to transmit data using light as a medium. This topic is based on LI-FI technology which is another wireless 

medium of data transmission. In this author trying to transmit data on long range more than 3 meters using a LED bulb which 

transmit data using light, and data is then received by a photo diode on receiving side. With this author is also trying to explore the 

research field in Li-Fi technology in data transmission using a microcontroller interface. This project can be used for 

implementation at industries where continuous data transmission is used.  

 
Fig. 1: Li-Fi Technology 

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most of us are familiar with Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity), which uses 2.4-5GHz RF to deliver wireless Internet access around our 

homes, schools, offices and in public places. We have become quite dependent upon this nearly ubiquitous service. But like most 

technologies, it has its limitations. While Wi-Fi can cover an entire house, its bandwidth is typically limited to 50-100 megabits 

per second (Mbps) today using the IEEE802.11n standard. This is a good match to the speed of most current Internet services, but 

insufficient for moving large data files like HDTV movies, music libraries and video games. The more we become dependent upon 

‘the cloud’ or our own ‘media servers’ to store all of our files, including movies, music, pictures and games, the more we will want 

bandwidth and speed. Therefore RF-based technologies such as today’s Wi-Fi are not the optimal way. In addition, Wi-Fi may not 

be the most efficient way to provide new desired capabilities such as precision indoor positioning and gesture recognition. Optical 

wireless technologies, sometimes called visible light communication (VLC), and more recently referred to as Li-Fi (Light Fidelity), 

on the other hand, offer an entirely new paradigm in wireless technologies in terms of communication speed, flexibility and 

usability. 

 
Fig. 2: Li-Fi as a superset of different optical wireless technologies involving communication, positioning, natural user interfaces and many 

more. 

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY TO BE EMPLOYED 

In a Li-Fi System the LED Bulb is used as a medium which is used as a data transmitter with high data rate. LED Bulb is cheap 

and fast optical devices which can be used as light source as well as data transmitter. The working Principle of LED is depended 

on Visible Light Spectrum which have optical carrier range between 400 THz (780nm) to 800 THz (375nm) for visible light 

transmission. Pulse Rate used by LEDs is high for fast data transmission. 
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Transmission of data bits is done by single LED or multi LED through a visible light with a constant current rating. Although 

speed of data transmission can be vary up to high and low by varying the intensity of light to control data flow. 

The operation of LED defined as if data transmit is 1 its shows that LED is ON and if data transmitted is 0 it shows that LED is 

switched OFF. The rate with which LED Turn ON and OFF is very high .So the data rate of Li-Fi is very high. As the data is 

transmitted by LED bulb the Photo detector detects on receptor and amplified, then this data is fed to device .Data is encoded and 

decoded by encoding and decoding modules with help of different techniques. 

The data to be transmitted can be encoded in the light by varying frequency of the flickering rate at which the LEDs flicker ON 

and OFF to create many strings of 1s and 0s.The LED intensity or brightness is modulated so rapidly at high speed that human eye 

cannot notice, so the illumination of the LED appears constant to humans. 

 
Fig. 3: Construction of Li-fi Technology 

VI. CONSTRUCTION OF LI-FI SYSTEM 

The main components of Li-Fi system are as follows: 

 High brightness white LED which acts as transmission source. 

 A silicon photodiode with good response to visible light as the receiving element. 

LEDs can be switched on and off to generate digital strings of different combination of 1s and 0s. To generate a new data stream, 

data can be encoded in the light by varying the flickering rate of the LED. The LEDs can be used as a sender or source, by 

modulating the LED light with the data signal. The LED output appears constant to the human eye by virtue of the fast flickering 

rate of the LED. Communication rate greater than 100 Mbps is possible by using high speed LEDs with the help of various 

multiplexing techniques. VLC data rate can be increased by parallel data transmission using an array of LEDs where each LED 

transmits a different data stream. The Li-Fi emitter system consists of 4 primary subassemblies: 

 LED Bulb 

 Power amplifier circuit (PA) 

 Printed circuit board (PCB) 

 Enclosure 

 Driver IC 

 USB to TTL  

The PCB controls the electrical inputs and outputs of the lamp and houses the microcontroller used to manage different lamp 

functions. A RF (radio-frequency) signal is generated by the solid-state PA and is guided into an electric field about the bulb. The 

high concentration of energy in the electric field vaporizes the contents of the bulb to a plasma state at the bulb‘s center; this 

controlled plasma generates an intense source of light. All of these subassemblies are contained in an aluminum enclosure. 

VII. SCOPE AND CHALLENGES OF LI-FI TECHNOLOGY 

In Li-Fi Technology there are some practical problems which need to be overcome in future with certain challenges these 

challenges are as follows:- 

 Li-Fi system require good line of sight 

 Environmental effect on Li-Fi devices 

 Installation of Li-Fi devices are at dynamic points 

 Receiver side data communication 

 Continuity of light source for continuous data transfer 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

If Li-Fi Technology can be put into practical use, every bulb used to transmit a data and will lead toward the cleaner, greener, safer 

and brighter future. Li-Fi may solve issues such as the shortage of radio-frequency bandwidth and is aimed at creating new 

communication channels with the use of existing equipment. Currently, the Li-Fi concept is attracting a great deal of interest, 

because it provides an authentic and very efficient alternative to wireless device which used radio spectrum. 
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